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Direction (Q. No. 1 to 5): Choose the correct pronoun and fill in the blank.
1. Amar is writing on the whiteboard .__________ is writing on ___________with a marker.
(A)it, he (B)they ,it (C) he, it (D) he, he
2. Maria is opening the windows. ________ is not shutting __________.
(A) she, them (B) it ,she (C) them, she (D) they, it
3. The men are building the wall. ___________are building ___________ with bricks.
(A) it, they (B)them, they (C)he, it (D) they, it
4. Ravi and Rita are eating cutlets. ________ are eating ________ in the kitchen.
(A) he, she (B) they, them (C) them, they (D) it, they
5. Jacob is sitting behind Rahila._______ is not sitting in front of ________ .
(A) her, he (B) he, she (C)he, her (D) she, he
Direction (Q. No. 6 to 8) Choose the most appropriate meaning of the words and
phrases given below.
6.ages ago
(A) many years ago (B) a long time back (C) few weeks back (D) few months back
7. steadfastly
(A) angrily (B) consistently (C)firmly (D) reluctantly
8.not amused
(A) did not find something funny (B)felt like crying (C)did not feel like dancing (D)felt like
laughing
Direction (Q. No. 9-12): Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.
9.Do you like spinach,or do you _______ it?
(A) unlike (B) dislike (C) mislike (D) none of these
10.A puppy may behave well ,or it may __________ .

(A) misbehave (B)disbehave (C) unbehave (D) ill behave
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11.The dress rehearsal was ________ ,but the actual concert was perfect.
(A) misperfect (B) disperfect (C) imperfect (D) none of these
12.The __________ route is slower than the direct one.
(A) imdirect (B) disdirect (C) undirect (D) indirect
Direction (Q.No. 13-16):Choose the subject in the given sentences.
13. The librarian gave me a book.
(A) librarian (B) the librarian (C) book (D) gave me
14. Mr Gupta washes his car every Sunday.
(A) Mr Gupta (B) washes his car (C) Sunday (D) Mr Gupta washes his car
15.The blender mixes the ingredients.
(A) mixes (B) the ingredients (C) the blender (D) mixes the ingredients
16.My favourite necklace has pretty gemstones.
(A) gemstones (B) my favourite (C) my favourite necklace (D) pretty gemstones
Direction (Q.No. 17-20): Complete the passage by choosing the most suitable word/phrase
given in the brackets.
The young seagull was all ___________(17) on the ledge. His two brothers and sister had flown
away the day_____________(18).He __________(19) afraid to fly with them. He felt certain
that his wings would never _______________(20) him.
17. (A) lonely (B) single (C) alone (D) one
18. (A) ago (B) before (C) yesterday (D) tomorrow
19. (A) had been (B) have been (C) is (D) was
20. (A) fly (B) take (C) bring (D) support
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